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Jumpstart getting jacked with this illustrated workout guide containing 100 exercises, epic total-
body workouts, and an 8-week fitness plan that will take your exercise regimen to the next
level.Have you ever wanted to power up your fitness game? Imagined yourself as a barbarian
warrior, Viking, Spartan, or mythical hero as you worked on raising your reps and getting those
gains? Chuckled a bit at calling pushups “earth push-downs”?Then this is the fitness book for
you. In it, you won’t find any vanilla exercises or tips for turning your office furniture into gym
equipment. This is personal trainer, fitness instructor, and Deezify founder Fil Ruberto’s guide for
anyone who wants to get “deezed”—as in diesel, yoked, pumped, jacked, and strong—just like
the fantastical and mythical men and women who fill this book.Featuring more than 100
illustrated exercises, you’ll not only be inspired and motivated but also educated by a cast of
epic, creative, and hilarious characters. See how Poseidon does dumbbell front raises, how a
lumberjack gets jacked with medicine ball woodchoppers, and what a barbarian doing barbell
shoulder presses looks like.This handbook tells fitness fanatics everything they need to know
about getting those gains, including:-Custom bodybuilding routines-An eight-week fitness plan-
Pick-and-choose exercises for every part of the body, including leg day-Stretches-Routines for
variety of weight types, including kettlebells, barbells, dumbbells, and machinesBring Deezify’s
colorful cast of outlaws and heroes to your next workout to inspire you during your next rest
period after a heavy lift, or gift Deezify’s Epic Workout Handbook to a friend who needs some
inspiration and a chuckle.



Thank you for downloading this Simon & Schuster ebook.Get a FREE ebook when you join our
mailing list. Plus, get updates on new releases, deals, recommended reads, and more from
Simon & Schuster. Click below to sign up and see terms and conditions.Already a subscriber?
Provide your email again so we can register this ebook and send you more of what you like to
read. You will continue to receive exclusive offers in your inbox.INTRODUCTIONMy name is Fil
Ruberto, but tens of thousands of people online know me as Deezify. What does Deezify mean?
Well, it started with the young bros. While I was working out at the gym, they would see me and
ask, “Bro, how can I get deezed like you?” In case you’re unfamiliar (although I can’t imagine you
are since you’re reading this book), “deezed” refers to “diesel,” which is slang for “big” or
“strong”—much like “swole,” “yoked,” “jacked,” and “pumped.”I have twenty years of natural
bodybuilding experience and have been a CANFITPRO Personal Training Specialist, a Fitness
Instructor Specialist, and a kettlebell instructor, as well as being certified in ViPR, BOSU, and
SMRT (Self-Myofascial Release Technique, also known as foam rolling), but you may be
surprised to learn that I haven’t always been 240 pounds of muscle. As a kid, I was actually
quiet, skinny, and shy, an honor student who liked to draw. At school, you could often catch me
outside drawing in my sketchbook while I waited for class to start.When I graduated from high
school in 1993, I won the school’s art award and headed to university to pursue a degree in
architectural science. Early on in my freshman year, one of my friends started weight lifting. He
totally transformed himself, and when I saw his results, I thought, I can do this. As someone who
grew up being a big comic book fan, who learned to draw by mimicking my favorite artists, I
decided to apply that same strategy to working out. I’ve always been motivated and inspired to
do things in that way.My fitness journey began in my garage with some rusty old weights, and
the more I worked out with them, the more my passion for fitness grew. For the thesis I had to do
in order to complete my architectural-science degree, I even designed a fitness center. Needless
to say, working out had become a big part of my life.After graduating from university, I worked in
the architecture industry for several years, mainly writing health and safety reports for hundreds
of commercial buildings, but I eventually began to feel creatively unfulfilled. As a means of
addressing this, I taught myself web and graphic design. At the same time, I continued to pursue
my passion for fitness. When I turned thirty-five, I had accumulated sixteen years of training
myself in the gym, more than ten thousand hours of workouts, and endless hours studying
fitness. Training, lifting, working out—whatever you want to call it—started as my hobby. But my
hobby then became my habit. Some may even say it became my religion.I caught the fitness bug
young because it physically transformed me and helped me with confidence, so when an
opportunity arose to become a certified personal trainer, I seized it, with the goal of being able to
use my experience to help others reach their fitness goals. Every personal trainer brings their
own past experiences to their training style, and as a former fitness outsider who spent years
working in a different industry, I vowed to train people from all walks of life, keep pretentious



fitness terminology to a minimum, and always tell my clients the truth. I wanted to be an
empathetic and fun trainer, but also stern, like the big brother I am. In other words, there would
be no BS in my training—only the promise of hard work ahead.The idea of workout illustrations
came to me when I was planning my first fitness class. I called it the Gladiator Club. While
teaching this class, I wanted to stand out from the other instructors, who would simply go
through the motions, so I got the idea to run a circuit in order to accommodate the number of
people who had signed up for my class. There was one big issue I observed while running the
circuits, however: People would not stop asking the question “What is this exercise again?” as
they moved to the next station.I had to come up with a solution, so I decided to sketch out a
couple of the exercises to identify them for my clients. I made all the figures in the illustrations
gladiators as a nod to the name of the class, and I pinned the drawings on the walls of the studio.
This way, every exercise station would be clearly labeled, and class attendees would no longer
need to ask what the exercise was.I could just focus on helping people with their form and
offering other guidance. It wasn’t long before the class became a hit (with both women and men).
After it took off, I started providing clients who were new to lifting with additional sketches that
walked them through particular exercises, and I even began designing entirely illustrated
exercise programs for a handful of more-experienced clients, so that they could use them when
working out on their own.After training clients for several years, it was time to level up and set
another goal, and that goal was to reach more people. As a trainer who had to be in the gym all
day, be accessible for walk-ins, abide by gym rules, and work with only gym patrons, I was
starting to feel restricted. I liked training people, but I felt like I wasn’t reaching everyone I could
be reaching, and I also really wanted to focus more on my art. So when I turned forty years old, I
decided to make a change. I left the personal-training job and committed to using my technical
and creative experience to create something of fitness value that was also motivational. I
thought, If I can produce fitness-oriented artwork that is both entertaining and informative, I’ll be
killing two dinosaurs with one atlas stone, so to speak.That’s when I began documenting my
knowledge and experiences as a trainer in illustration form for everyone on the Internet—under
the name Deezify.Some people believe you can become an expert at doing something if you
practice it for ten thousand hours, and I sure have put in my time doing this. Now that I’m forty-
five years old, I want to inspire, motivate, and educate the masses in my own unique way, which
leads me to this book.This is not your ordinary fitness manual. There’s plenty of those out there,
and most of them consist of either ghostwritten tips from overly photoshopped celebrities or
boring, recycled material that’s delivered in an uninspiring format. But unlike in those books, in
the pages that follow you will find more than one hundred illustrated exercises, custom
bodybuilding routines, and an eight-week fitness plan. What’s more, a cast of epic and
entertaining characters—similar to the gladiators I drew for my clients all those years ago—will
guide you through each workout and help you target all areas of your body.Learning never stops.
Those who assume they know everything are doomed. So become a sponge. Today I’m bigger,
stronger, and smarter than I was twenty years ago because of this mentality. Ultimately, my goal



with this book is to feed your passion for fitness, help you transform your body, and encourage
you to keep going. If I can make you smile while doing so, that’s pretty good, too.—FIL
(DEEZIFY)HOW TO USE THIS BOOKThis handbook contains a collection of illustrated
exercises, workout routines, and stretches, complete with step-by-step instructions, that will help
you take your fitness regimen to the next level. While you may need to familiarize yourself with
some terminology before you can perform these exercises (flip to the back of the book for a
helpful glossary), you won’t find any difficult-to-understand kinesiology or anatomy terms in this
book like you would find in other fitness manuals. In my experience working with clients from
different backgrounds, jargony words can often be off-putting or intimidating, so I’ve made a
point to not regurgitate a bunch of them here.The instructions for every exercise, workout
routine, and stretch are relatively simple and to the point. All of them are accompanied by easy-
to-read text and descriptive illustrations that show you exactly how an exercise should be done.
On every exercise, workout routine, and stretch page, you will find the name of the move or
routine, the equipment needed, the number of sets and repetitions you should complete, the
tempo (if applicable), the amount of time you should rest between sets, and any additional
information you should be mindful of when performing certain exercises.The exercises in the
Body section have been grouped into chapters according to the major areas of the body you’ll
be targeting, and within each chapter the exercises are further organized by equipment (such as
barbells or dumbbells) and rated according to level of difficulty by a series of stars shown at the
bottom of the page. The greater the number of shaded-in stars, the more difficult or demanding
the exercise or workout is. At the end of each chapter, you will also find a summary of the section
that contains additional notes, modifications (abbreviated as MOD), and exercise adjustments or
routine variations (noted as SETS). I’ve done this to keep the individual exercise pages clean
and brief, as well as to provide a simple referencing system for you at the end of each
chapter.The Workouts of the Day (or WODs) section is a collection of some of my favorite
workout routines. They are a mix of body part–specific splits (workouts divided by muscle
groups), circuits, and specialty workouts, and they feature step-by-step illustrations as well as
helpful annotations.Similarly, the Stretches section of this book is a collection of post-workout
static stretches with accompanying instructions. These stretches can be done daily as part of
your flexibility training or post-workout recovery. Stretching is incredibly important because it
aids muscle recovery, reduces muscle tension from workouts, and reduces injury during
workouts. It also improves performance in daily activities, workouts, and sports.Feel free to
perform the exercises or workouts individually, or use them to customize your own routine. If
you’re looking for more guidance than that, however, I’ve also included an Eight-Week Workout
Plan toward the end of the book that you can use to jump-start your physical
transformation.Because I can only be your virtual coach, it’s impossible for me to correct your
form when you’re performing these exercises and routines, just as I also can’t hold you
accountable for your work and commitment. So I encourage you to consult a certified personal
trainer in order to learn proper exercise techniques and protocols, as well as to consult your



physician, which you should do before starting any exercise program—especially if you are a
beginner. Also, it’s important to remember: Soreness is good, pain is bad. If you are experiencing
any pain when doing these exercises, workout routines, and stretches, then stop what you’re
doing immediately.Finally, this is not an end-all-be-all fitness manual. It is simply a fun and
unique handbook designed to inspire, motivate, and educate you on your fitness journey. And
just as many heroes have had the help of a guide who shares their knowledge and motivates the
hero to overcome obstacles, I am here to be yours.It’s time for you to be the hero. So let’s begin,
my friend.CHESTBARBELL BENCH PRESS3 sets x 3 reps (90% 1RM) - rest 120sTIP: Warm up
and build up appropriately. Max 5 reps/set if pyramiding up.BARBELL BENCH PRESS4 sets x
10 reps (70% 1RM) - rest 60sTIP: All 4 sets should be done at the same weight (70% 1RM).
Warm up appropriately.BARBELL BENCH PRESS5 sets x 5 reps (80% 1RM) - rest 90sTIP:
Build up appropriately. Max 5 reps/set if pyramiding up.BARBELL BENCH PRESS—11/2
REPS4 sets x 8 reps - rest 60s(1 rep = 1 full + bottom 1/2 rep)TIP: The bar should tap the
chest.BARBELL BENCH PRESS—SPEED8 sets x 3 reps (30% 1RM) - rest 60sTIP: Reps
should be explosive. Remember: less weight, less reps, more speed.BARBELL BENCH PRESS
WITH BANDS6 sets x 5 reps - rest 60s(PR band tension: 40% bottom, 70% top)TIP: Build up
appropriately.BARBELL BENCH—BAND-SUSPENDED WEIGHTS5 sets x 8 reps (2210) - rest
60s(2s lower - 2s pause - 1s press - 0)TIP: Suspend kettlebells or plates.DUMBBELL CHEST
PRESS—NEUTRAL GRIP5 sets x 10 reps - rest 60sTIP: 10 reps should be difficult. Use a
neutral grip (i.e., palms should be facing each other) or standard press.DUMBBELL FLOOR-
CHEST PRESS4 sets x 8 reps (2010) - rest 60s(2s lower - 0 - 1s press - 0)TIP: This is a
shoulder-friendly chest press.DUMBBELL CHEST FLYES (RUN RACK UP)6+ sets x 8 reps
(2010) - rest 45s(2s lower - 0 - 1s flye - 0)TIP: To pyramid up, add 5–10 lbs/set.DUMBBELL
CHEST FLYES4 sets x 8 reps (3010) - rest 60s(3s lower - 0 - 1s flye - 0)TIP: Build up
appropriately.MACHINE CHEST PRESS (DIRTY 30s)4 sets x 10, 10, 10 reps - rest 60s(10 top
1/2, 10 bottom 1/2, 10 full reps)TIP: Applicable on any chest machine.CABLE/HANDLE CHEST
FLYES—LOW4 sets x 8 reps (2010) - rest 45s(2s lower - 0 - 1s flye - 0)TIP: Flye toward your
lower pecs.
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Husk, “Fil Ruberto nails it…. I’ve looked through well over 200 weight lifting guides and only
handful seem truly heartily planned out this is one such effort.All the exercises are basic yet
carefully thought out in this $15 book. What I particularly find game changing here are the
animated illustrations that seem to remove the negative’ I’ll never look like this guy’
subconscious vibe yet really let’s you zero in on a fully cut bodybuilder and the high lighted in red
muscle groups targeted.Knocked myself out to find more info on this Fil guy but guess he keeps
a low profile cuz I’m finding nothing. It’s the quiet guys that really’hit it out of the park’”

Nathaniel, “Of all my lifting and knowledge this gives great focus and excitement to push gravity
and glory. Congratulations Fil. So proud to be part of your life fulfillment. In the time I found you
in early 2019, the time you took to help me and the blooming of a long distance friendship like
bond we have made over that time to now is short, but I am glad had sent us on a cross pathing
adventure. Till we shack hands and crush gravity and cheers the iron and steel gods, while
pressing the heavens and raising glory.”

Michael Toering, “Easy to follow and inspiring. I was a long-time follower of Deezify after finding
workouts and content on Pinterest during the pandemic. Really happy that this book got
published. Wanted to support by purchasing. Thoroughly enjoying it and planning out what
workouts to do first!”

Tim B., “Awesome, inspirational, motivational. Awesome book Fil. I've been following Deezify on
Instagram for years now and have always been inspired by his drawings, creativity and passion.
His work breaks down the barrier of the mundane and repetitive advertised based magazines
we are used to. The illustrations are amazing. Workouts are spot on. VERY INSPIRATIONAL. I
will probably buy a second book to put in the gym at work.”

Mario Noriega Moreda, “Perfect illustrations. ART! Workouts are perfect!. Everything is perfect.
This book awesome!”

Robert Vega, “Getting swoll made easy. I suck at reading so pictures are better and in color +5”

Rick M., “Fun and simple. It's a fun and yet simple way to look at fitness and working out I
actually bought two copies one for myself and enjoyed it so much I picked up a 2nd one as a gift.
Now a days workout/fitness guides can be an overwhelming experience. This book brings it
back with a fun twist.”

Andy K, “A really beautifully illustrated gem. So lovely. I was familiar with most exercises but
there were a few that were new to me. The real draw is how beautifully illustrated it is.”



Rafael Rodrigo-Morgan, “Buy it you will be pleased. Been following the artist on Instagram for a
while and when I saw they were releasing a book knew it was something I wanted to support.
Good job well worth the purchase aside from the practically of information contained the
illustrations are great”

Ben Holt, “MASS GAINS. Love this book and the artwork! Deezify should be proud of what he's
done with this! Amazing workouts and new ones i didn't know about with perfect instructions on
how to perform them”

David James Snowden, “Great illustrations and content!. Followed Deezify for a while, great
book and content!”

Martin Chevalier, “Very good book. I train for 25 years and I found new exercises. Worth the
money. Do it !!”

The book by Jackson Bloore has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 76 people have provided feedback.
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